**CENTRALIZED ACTIVITIES OF SENIOR CLASS**

**One Committee to Handle Affairs:** Chairman of the Pin Committee Makes His Report.

The centralization of all senior class activities in a general committee headed by Chairman Walter L. Barnhart at the first formal meeting of the year, held Tuesday at the university, was announced by the officers, as a governing board.

**Professor J. P. Petrich, chairman of the committee, reported that it was decided that the committee shall act as a general committee, making a final decision of the committee.

**Dome Editors Ask Return of Queries**

*To Get in Dome*

Off-campus students must return their completed applications to the Dome by 5 p.m. on Wednesday, March 27.

Because senior pictures will be taken, it is necessary that the editors have complete and definite list of the names and pictures for the Dome. Those who do not sign up with the committee by Tuesday, March 26, will not have their picture in the annual.

The Dome committee will have a studio on the campus where students can sign up and have their pictures taken. It is necessary that every picture be taken within that week.

**ARRANGEMENTS FOR “HELLO WEEK”**

Tag to Designate Men: “Hello” to Get Everywhere; DAILY CAMPUS-

Plans for “Hello Week” were completed in the circle at 11:30 yesterday in the Notre Dame auditorium. Bro. Matt Rethwisch, secretary and assistant professor of Romance, spoke on the topic “Hello.”

Loo Cavanaugh was appointed chairman of the committee for this week; with Ray Cunningham and Donald F. Smith, and the other members of the committee.

Ray Cunningham presides most of the time and is known as the “Hello Chair.”

The meeting was originally scheduled for Washington hall but it was the opinion of the committee that Washington hall was not the best location. Most of the students attended the meeting.

A short meeting of all freshmen, including the committee, is to be held on Tuesday. The meeting will be held at the dormitory.

**FATHER SMITH DIES IN EAST**

Noted Author and Teacher Was Responsible for Catholic Actors’ Guild.

Rev. John Talbot Smith, C.S.C., formerly a professor at the University of Notre Dame and Evening Post reporter in New York city hospital, where he died Sunday of a heart disease.

He was the author of many novels and was known as the guiding spirit of the Catholic Actors’ Guild.

**WAR ROMANCE FOR OLD GRAD**

Clareno McCabe, of 1923 Class, Married After Romance of War On Denver Post.

**PICK BARNHART TO HEAD CASEYS ANOTHER YEAR**

Impressive Election; Barnhart Meets No Opposition; Father, O’Donnell Talks on Boy's Council.

Henry F. Barnhart was re-elected president of the Notre Dame student council last Tuesday. He was unopposed for the second year in a row.

The election was held Tuesday afternoon after the freshman meeting, at which time Barnhart was announced as the leader of the freshmen by Vice-President George F. Smith. The election was held after a favorable result for the stand, on the campus, which is decided upon by the freshmen board.
VALUES

Notre Dame has more activities than the whole republic of Nicaragua. A man with considerable initiative, fair ability and personality, and who is not timid about dipping his hands in the work, by the time he has galloped over four years here he is likely a better leader. He will evoke some coming morning and find that he is bespoked with honors up to his method, that he is president of four clubs, chairman of three committees, founder of a paper and the business manager of four publications. This discovery will not amuse him; since his freshman year he has had perhaps long hours, but in just such deluge. He will now ponder over the consequences of loading on few more honors, and perhaps getting out of the works. He will probably take the chance.

He has created the pleasures of this gentleman's first awakening. His second is not as joyous. It comes about in February of his senior year, and is accompanied by a feeling of nausea, as one endeavors to see before taking one's first dive off a springboard. The honors here by this time exceed to tickle the gentleman's cornea, and are increasing with the growth of his hair. With a great effort he throws them off, and stands with a purged consciousness upon his face. We should be thankful there is even such an officer, for otherwise he would have multiplied.

Then suddenly someone taps him upon the shoulders. It is his house father, smiling and showing a dimple in his huge hand. Gently old Alm Mater speaks: "I have done my best to clothe you warmly for the blitzards of the world, my son. Go forth, and do not fall down. Everything you have is in your bosom; because honors have been packed so tightly about his eyes he probably shouldn't do the be-door-still; thus he makes his entry into the winds of the world."

So why allow honors and position, to blind you to the real values of things? Our college life is an activity, filled up in a continuous point. Beyond them that they believe to themselves and values of them a most frigid, intangible kind of gathering for which Notre Dame is famous. You come here for an education, for culture, to come in contact with those who are in the other world and out of Notre Dame life?

If you don't believe that there is truth in the editorial ask the advice of some senior whose name has become by- word—through his activities.

TESTING LOYALTY

"The Daily has begun. Thanks to the efforts of indefatigable members of the cotton staff of the periodical and to the relentless endeavors of the Blue Circle, the paper has started on its way in Notre Dame. But it limps as it goes, and cries for the support of Notre Dame men, then student body, that he is president of four clubs, chairman of three committees, founder of a paper and the business manager of four publications. This discovery will not amuse him; since his freshman year he has had perhaps long hours, but in just such deluge. He will now ponder over the consequences of loading on few more honors, and perhaps getting out of the works. He will probably take the chance.

He has created the pleasures of this gentleman's first awakening. His second is not as joyous. It comes about in February of his senior year, and is accompanied by a feeling of nausea, as one endeavors to see before taking one's first dive off a springboard. The honors here by this time exceed to tickle the gentleman's cornea, and are increasing with the growth of his hair. With a great effort he throws them off, and stands with a purged consciousness upon his face. We should be thankful there is even such an officer, for otherwise he would have multiplied.

Then suddenly someone taps him upon the shoulders. It is his house father, smiling and showing a dimple in his huge hand. Gently old Alm Mater speaks: "I have done my best to clothe you warmly for the blitzards of the world, my son. Go forth, and do not fall down. Everything you have is in your bosom; because honors have been packed so tightly about his eyes he probably shouldn't do the be-door-still; thus he makes his entry into the winds of the world."
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Then suddenly someone taps him upon the shoulders. It is his house father, smiling and showing a dimple in his huge hand. Gently old Alm Mater speaks: "I have done my best to clothe you warmly for the blitzards of the world, my son. Go forth, and do not fall down. Everything you have is in your bosom; because honors have been packed so tightly about his eyes he probably shouldn't do the be-door-still; thus he makes his entry into the winds of the world."

So why allow honors and position, to blind you to the real values of things? Our college life is an activity, filled up in a continuous point. Beyond them that they believe to themselves and values of them a most frigid, intangible kind of gathering for which Notre Dame is famous. You come here for an education, for culture, to come in contact with those who are in the other world and out of Notre Dame life?
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**From Off Stage**

"Luck," at the Blackstone today, offers Johnny Hines plenty of opportunity to display his sprightly gaiety as a con-artist. He plays the part of a rich young man, who, in a rash moment, bets that he and his wife will make his own living for a year. He begins by becoming a prize-fighter, having accumulated a goodly number of spoils in this way, graduates into the real estate business, and then, as a grand finale, gets married.

The supporting cast are Robert Benson and Edmund Breese, two of the most accomplished actors of the legitimate stage who have gone into the movies. Violet Marlowes plays opposite Johnny Hines, and Castle Murray furnishes the laughs which, by hook or crook, do not fall to the star’s lot.

**THE ORPHEUM**

**NOW PLAYING—**

**STRANGERS OF THE NIGHT**

From the Stage Hit—

**CAPTAIN APPELBACK**

**MATT BIBLE**

**ENID BENNETT**

**BARBARA LA MARR**

Mystery, Pleasure, Love,

"Everything!"

"IT'S GREAT!"

---

**Junior Class Will Plan for Two Dances**

The junior class will hold an important meeting Friday at 12:30 p.m. in the north room of the Lembold mansion library, to discuss plans for the coming year.

Gowing to the heavy expenses that will be incurred during the week of the prom, the class plans to give two dances during the year. One of the dances may be held the night of the Liberty game, which is on October 6, and the other will be held later in the year. Plans for the dances will be discussed at the meeting.

Other matters will also be discussed.

**GETS NEW OFFICE.**

Brother Gilbert has been placed in charge of the employment office at the University, to succeed the Rev. James Galligan, who is now rector of Basil Hall. Brother Gilbert has only just returned from Australia, where he had lived for four years. Prior to this he had taught for a time at Columbia University, Portland, Oregon.

---

**Oriole Terrace Orchestra**

**October 1 and 2**

Palais Royale Ball Room

Nationally famous for Recording Records and Broadcast Directing. Direct from Edgewater Beach Hotel. Formerly Terrace Gardens, Detroit.

**AUSPICES**

The Brunswick Shop - 113 N. Main Street

**For Advance Sale See PAUL KENNEDY, 219 Walsh Hall Limited Number Tickets**

---

**When in Chicago Visit the Lytton College Shop**

See This Fall Exhibit of Correct Clothes for College Men in the Lytton College Shop

Frequent Visits to your campus tell us what you prefer. Constant contact with every maker of fine clothes in America enables us to get it. Everything college men wear is included in our exhibit. Do not fail to see it.

The economies of our great purchasing power result in better qualities at what you customarily pay.
Brownson Holds First Scrimmage of Interhall

Brownson hall first and second stringers played a practice game on the Brownson campus yesterday. The Brownsonites, who are the first Interhall men to get into action, showed plenty of form and pep in their first scrimmage.

- Coach Bergman and Mohr of the Brownson half teams issued a call for candidates Tuesday and were scheduled to hold first practice luneday night. Mohr will practically the same team as last year when they won Interhall football honors.

Over 30 candidates answered the call for the Carroll Hall football team at a meeting in the rec

bration room Monday night.

Tom Good, the coach, will be as

signed in rounding up the squad by "Doc" Connolly, varsity backfield. Connolly will probably coach the backfield. New equipment for two complete teams will arrive soon ac

ording to Fer. John Devers, Car-

roll Hall rector.

Although most of the squad are freshmen, they are not without some experience and seem confident of a successful season. A prelim

inary practice was held this after

noon and was given a short

workout and instructed in their po

sitions.

List of candidates: Pecon, McK

nill, Adrian, Favers, Okemos, O'Brien, Walker, Tyman, Ford, Wirt, Howland, Carroll, McBride, Hoshan, Coleman, McKennon, Her

ney, Kelly, Brennan, Lloyd, Donahue Geary, St. Germaine, Roberts, Binar

er, O'Brien, Howland, Roberts, Dugan, and Red.

BROKEN LEG.

Francis "Judge" McGuligan, of

Trenton, N. J., is in St. Joseph's Hospital as the result of a broken leg received in Brownson Hall foot

ball practice Friday. He will prob

ably be confined to the hospital for se

veral weeks.

BRING YOUR ATHLETIC TICKETS TO THE GAME SAT

URDAY.

LOYALTY?

I did not subscribe for the Notre Dame DAILY last year, but have been receiv

ing it. I wish this error corrected immediately and delivery stopped.

Sophomore Hall.

"Clothes Make the Man."

BUT REMEMBER--

Clothes need cos

matic atten

action to re

tain their

appearance and

usability. We can do

it.

Suit Sponged and Pressed,

The Service Tailor Shop

110 East Washington Ave.
Below Max Adler's

Through SCHOOL~
~Through COLLEGE~
In BUSINESS

Eversharp and Wahl Pen are America's finest

writing and best-blade pencil and pen. When

you buy these two you acquire writing com

panions for life.

Eversharp was the first successful mecha

nical pencil--and its feature can't be copied. Ev

ersharp lead never wobbles--the exclusive rifled

tip holds it absolutely firm. The automatic

index always tells how much lead is in the bar

rel. And Eversharp excellent lead gives a balance

to the pencil that suits your hand perfectly.

Wahl Pen in all-metal is the outstanding

fountain pen achievement. All metal barrel

cannot crack or split. You fill it less often

because it holds more ink. And it will last a

lifetime.

Eversharp and Wahl Pen are essential in

school, in college and in business. Buy both in

gold or silver. Eversharp, $1 to $10; Wahl Pen,

$1 to $10. Solid gold at higher prices.

The New Wahl Pen, engine-turned in jet

black rubber, is the best looking and most prac

tical rubber fountain pen you have ever seen.

Price $2.40 up.

Made in U. S. A. by THE WAHL, CHICAGO

EVERSHARP

matched by

WAHL PEN

The opening of the present school year marks the eighth consecutive year of Ideal

Laundry service in the University. Students wishing to have their laundry charged to their

school account will secure a clothes number from the Sister-in-the clothes room. Other

wise bundles may be left at the News Stand. Pickups will be made at all halls and the News Stand Mondays and Thursdays.